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Abstract:

Since

a

decade

Delay-Tolerant-
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Networking (DTN) becomes very popular as they

intermeeting time, Shortest Path Routing, stable

helpful in implementing the continuous network

connectivity, data transfer

connectivity between the heterogeneous networks
efficiently. Conventional network routing algorithms

I. Introduction

are not adoptable to DTN’s in general, therefore

A DTN [1 and 2] is a network of smaller networks. It

routing in DTN is still a challenging issue and an

is an overlay on top of special-purpose networks,

open active research area for research scholars. Due

including the Internet. DTNs support interoperability

to the sporadic connectivity DTN nodes are suffering

of

from

disruptions and delays between and within those

lack

of

stable

connectivity

in

longer

other

networks

by

accommodating

long

communications. Therefore decision making in route

networks,

selection

a

communication protocols of those networks. In

challenging issue. To avoid these problems in DTN’s,

providing these functions, DTNs accommodate the

in this paper we introduce Scalable and Efficient

mobility and limited power of evolving wireless

Conditional Shortest Path Routing (SECSPR) to

communication devices. DTNs were originally

initiate the scalable data transfers through the

developed for interplanetary use, where the speed of

efficient shortest path routing in a conditional way.

light can seem slow and delay-tolerance is the

We used conditional intermeeting time instead of

greatest need. However, DTNs may have far more

conventional intermeeting time to construct the

diverse applications on Earth, where disruption-

efficient shortest paths for scalable data transfer.

tolerance is the greatest need. Basic Delay Tolerant

Simulations of this new approach are showing that

Network (DTN) architecture is described by figure1.

for

packet

forwarding

becomes

and

by

translating

between

the

SECSPR is having the potential scalability and
efficiency over existing methodologies in terms of

Due to the low probability between the end points of

shortest path construction, stable links and scalable

DTN architecture, routing in DSN become a

data transfer among the heterogeneous networks.

challenging issues where the traditional routing
algorithms are not applicable. Therefore DSN routing
become a prominent research area to improvise the
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scalability of data transfer while maintain the

of guidance in initiating the data transfer, efficient

communication between hetero networks.

shortest path finding and establishing the stable
connections for longer connectivity etc.
In order to overcome the above mentioned issues, in
this paper we introduced Scalable and Efficient
Conditional Shortest Path Routing (SECSPR) to
initiate the scalable data transfers through the
efficient shortest path routing in a conditional way.
We used conditional intermeeting time instead of
conventional intermeeting time to construct the
efficient shortest paths for scalable data transfer. To
show the benefits of the proposed metric, we adopted
it for the shortest path based routing algorithms [7]
[10] designed for DTN’s. We compare ESCSPR
protocol with the existing shortest path (SP) [5 and 6]

Figure1 Basic DTN Architecture

based routing protocol through real-trace driven
Because of the high rate of relevant node in

simulations.

availability for routing and data transfer, DTN model
uses the “store-carry-and-forward” paradigm for
network operations. In this paradigm when a node
receives a message from one of its contacts, it stores
the message in its buffer and carries the message until
it encounters another node which is at least as useful
(in terms of the delivery) as itself. Then the message
is forwarded to it. Several algorithms of same
paradigm

were

proposed

by

some

previous

researches on same topic by following the unrealistic
assumptions like single copy and multi-copy etc.
Current researches on DTN have proposed the “real
mobility traces [3 and 4]” for efficient routing in
DTN’s based on past connectivity history related
mined attributes instead of false assumptions.
Although the current researches on DTN routing
introduced real mobility traces, still the routing is
suffering from the below serious problems like lack
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II. Related work
In this section we discuss about the centralized topic
of our new approach is conditional intermeeting time
in brief. With advent of wireless communications,
mobility became a widespread feature than the
traditional wired features. Mobility helps to maintain
the ongoing communication while moving from one
location to another. This facility helps in various
situations

like

virtual

conferences,

on-demand

communications, remote discussions etc. Recent
analysis over mobility tracing reveals that assumption
based intermeeting time identification fails to design
the efficient routing in Delay Tolerant Networks. To
avoid

these

false

assumptions

recent

studies

introduced the real data based knowledge extraction
[8 and 9] topic for efficient and stable routing
implementation in DTN’s.
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This new approach design the routing among
multiple nodes of DTN based on their past data

III. Scalable and Efficient Conditional Shortest
Path Routing (SECSPR)

extracted knowledge instead of false assumptions.
More formally, if X is the random variable
representing the intermeeting time between two
nodes, P (X > s + t | X > t) =_ P (X > s) for s, t > 0.
Hence, the residual time until the next meeting of two
nodes can be predicted well if the node knows that it
has not met the other node for t time units.

In this section we discuss about our proposed
approach Scalable and Efficient Conditional Shortest
Path Routing (SECSPR) in detail. Like conventional
networks related shortest path algorithms, in DTN’s
also we need the shortest path routing algorithms.
Data packets will be transferred between source and
destination along with the assigned cost values for
generate links. This procedure will helps to update
the link costs for each transfer, which causes to
initiate the stable node connectivity in routing. Due to
the mobility feature of DTNs we also consider the
dynamic

behavior

relevant

metrics

minimum

expected delay (MED) and minimum estimated
expected delay (MEED). Based on past connectivity
history, our approach calculates the expected waiting
time and packet transmission delay time in delay
tolerant networks.

Figure 2 Conditional Intermeeting Connectivity

We implemented the route design decisions at each
end points are the source node, destination node and

In order to utilize this exempted feature knowledge,

intermediate nodes at hop level in either single hop or

we proposed a new metric called conditional

multi hop technology. By using the extracted

intermeeting time that measures the intermeeting

knowledge at hop we calculate the efficient neighbor

time between two nodes relative to a meeting with a

to design the route by considering the delay. This

third node using only the local knowledge of the past

process continues at each level, when a new message

contacts. This kind of approach is beneficial exactly

is ready to transfer at the hop. In this approach we

in the case of cyclic communications among two

design a routing table with link weights, which

nodes, which have a strong and longer connectivity in

confirms the selection of stable link among the

previous data transfer tasks. This is exactly useful in

available links from routing table. The same

making the decisions while need the connectivity

procedure will be used at each node/hop level to

between two node for longer as shown in above

construct the efficient routing with better forwarding

figure2.

decisions.
SECSPR Design Model
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We model a DTN as a graph G = (V , E) where the
vertices (V ) are mobile nodes and the edges (E)
represent the connections between these nodes.
However, different from previous DTN network
models [7] [10], we assume that there may be
multiple unidirectional (Eu) and bidirectional (Eb)
edges between the nodes. The neighbors of a node i
are denoted with N (i) and the edge sets are given as
follows:
E = Eu ∪ Eb
Figure 3 Graph with a sample four node DTN
Eb = {(i, j) | ∀j ∈ N (i)} where, w(i, j) = τi(j) = τj(i)
Eu = {(i, j) | ∀j, k ∈ N (i) and j _= k} where,
IV. SECSPR Simulations
w(i, j) = τi(j|k)
In this section we discuss about the conducted
The above definition of Eu allows for multiple

simulation experiment to prove the efficiency of our

unidirectional edges between any two nodes.

proposed routing approach. To implement the

However, these edges differ from each other in terms

simulation of this research we used JAVA as a base

of their weights and the cor-responding third node.

platform for simulator implementation. After the

This third node indicates the previous meeting and is

design of simulator we transformed the design of our

used as a reference point while defining the

SECSPR as a java program file with extension java.

conditional intermeeting time (weight of the edge).

To identify the shortest paths for data transmission in

The below diagram figure 3 we illustrate a sample

our routing approach SECSPR we used Standard

DTN graph with four nodes and nine edges.

Shortest Path Routing algorithm. We started the
simulation with 14 active nodes with predefined link
weight as shown in figure 4.
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Grpah1. Message Delivery ration vs time
comparison

V. Conclusion
Due to the low probability between the end points of
DTN architecture, routing in DSN become a
challenging issues where the traditional routing
algorithms are not applicable. Therefore DSN routing
Figure4 SECSPR implementation with JAVA

become a prominent research area to improvise the

simulator

scalability of data transfer while maintain the

After running of several times we updated the link
weights based on their longer connectivity while
transferring the data through the link. For all
iterations we update the routing table with node
positions, shortest paths and link weights also. This
information will be used as past data to extract the
knowledge by SECSPR approach. In total we
transferred 150 messages with different size and
different content in our experiments. At the end the
recorded results will be compared against the existing
approaches like SPR, Epidemic and Direct etc. These
result graphs (Graph1 and Graph 2) are showing that
our SECSPR is having the high scalability and
efficiency over all other approaches.

communication between hetero networks. In order to
overcome the above mentioned issues, in this paper
we introduced Scalable and Efficient Conditional
Shortest Path Routing (SECSPR) to initiate the
scalable data transfers through the efficient shortest
path routing in a conditional way. We used
conditional intermeeting time instead of conventional
intermeeting time to construct the efficient shortest
paths for scalable data transfer. We compare
ESCSPR protocol with the existing shortest path (SP)
based routing protocol through real-trace driven
simulations.
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